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BULB REPLACEMENT
Headlamp Bulb
Mounted in the front body are the two headlamp units, each
of which houses a halogen projector type low beam lamp
(upper), and a halogen high beam lamp (lower) including the
sidelamp bulb.
For access to the headlamp bulbs, ﬁrst remove the clear cover
and mask from the body (see previous pages).

•
•
•

WARNING:
Allow bulbs to cool before attempting removal, or your
ﬁngers could be burnt.
Halogen bulbs have pressurised gas inside and can burst
if you drop or scratch the bulb. You or others could be
injured.
Be sure to read and follow instructions on the bulb
packaging.

NOTICE: Do not touch a halogen bulb glass envelope with the
ﬁngers, as the greasy deposit left behind will greatly reduce bulb
life. Use a paper tissue to handle the bulb.
Low beam bulb: Disconnect the single cable, release the spring
wire clip, and withdraw the 55W H1 bulb. On reﬁtting, note that
the bulb is keyed to allow only one orientation.
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RELEASING FRONT TURN LAMP
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High beam bulb: Disconnect the two cables from the bulb, release the spring wire clip, and withdraw the 55W H7 bulb. On reﬁtting, note that the bulb is keyed to allow only one orientation.
Parking lamp: Twist the bulb holder counterclockwise to release
from the main beam lamp, and withdraw the bayonet ﬁtting T4
W bulb.
Front Turn Indicator Lamp Bulbs
For access to the front turn indicator bulb, the lamp unit must
be released from the body. Using a suitable stiff rod or screwdriver blade inserted through the access hole in the outer top
corner of the air intake aperture, press back the lamp retaining
clip at the front end of the lamp, and withdraw the lamp from the
body. Twist the bulb holder counterclockwise to release from the
lamp, and replace the bayonet ﬁtting amber bulb.
After replacing the bulb and holder, ensure the rubber seal
is correctly positioned around the lamp. Engage the tongue at
the rear end of the lamp unit with the body ﬂange, and press the
front end of the lamp ﬁrmly down until a distinct ‘click’ is heard,
indicating engagement of the retaining clip. Pull up on the front
end of the lamp to check security.
Side Repeater Lamp Bulbs
The side marker lamps mounted on the front and rear
wheelarch lips, each use four longlife LEDs which are not serviceable. In case of failure, the lamp unit should be replaced by
your dealer.
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